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1.

Overview

This document describes the methodologies for backing up and restoring ClearCase data stored on
network-attached storage (NAS) devices from NetApp, also known as controllers. It is assumed
that the user has a working knowledge of the ClearCase product and how controllers are utilized in
ClearCase environments. If not, consult the Using NetApp™ controllers with Rational ClearCase
paper. This discussion applies to all environments using Data ONTAP™ version 6.0 or later on the controller
and ClearCase version 4.1 or later.
Two types of ClearCase storage are considered.
•

VOB or versioned object base: the central data repository shared by multiple users containing
all the different versions of files and directories under version control

•

View: data associated with a particular work area

The following information is presented.
•

Requirements for backup and restore operations for specified types of failures.

•

Solutions provided by NetApp for each failure scenario, including the options
available, the advantages and disadvantages, and the recommended best practices.
Recommendations are marked with an arrow bullet and summarized at the end of this
document.

•

Procedures (actual commands to backup and restore ClearCase data), including a Cheat
Sheet.

For more information on NetApp backup and restore technologies, consult the following.
•

Data Protection Solutions (high-level overview)

•

Data Protection Strategies for NetApp Controllers (detailed discussion)

•

Data Protection Guide (product manual for Data ONTAP v6.1.R2)

2.

Requirements

Requirements for backup and recovery operations in a ClearCase environment can be divided into the
following categories.

2.1

•

Failure scenarios that must be covered

•

Multiple locations backup

•

VOB specific requirements

•

View specific requirements
Failure Scenarios

ClearCase data must be protected from each of the following types of failures.
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•

Data loss scenarios in which the controller holding ClearCase data is available, but data needs to be
recovered due to user deletion or database corruption

•

Disaster recovery scenarios in which the controller holding ClearCase data becomes unavailable for
any reason

Note that a failure of a single controller hardware component does not usually cause a data loss, and
recovery from a backup is not required. For example, if a disk fails, there should be a spare disk
available to automatically recover data on the bad disk and then continue disk operations. Clustering on
NetApp controllers goes one step further by allowing users to define backup resources on another controller
in case there is an unlikely failure of a resource (e.g., CPU) on the first controller. Since data is not
actually lost in these failure scenarios, they are not discussed in this document.
2.2

Multiple Locations

If ClearCase is being used at multiple locations with or without MultiSite, NetApp offers an
easy way to consolidate, archive, and centralize backups using NearStore™ appliances. NearStore is a
disk-based online storage solution that uses the existing Data ONTAP operating system and WAFL®
file system with ATA disk drives. For more information about NearStore refer to the following paper:
http://www.netapp.com/tech_library/3187.html
By incorporating NearStore into the infrastructure, the primary ClearCase controllers can be offloaded from
having to physically dump the ClearCase data to tape, and thus not waste any resources on doing the
actual backup. Instead, the ClearCase controllers could use SnapMirror® to back up VOB and View data to a
NearStore appliance in a central location. NearStore would then dump the data to tape. For examples
on how to incorporate NearStore refer to the following paper:
http://www.netapp.com/tech_library/3187.html
NearStore can also be used to store previous versions of a software release so that they are easily
accessible in case bug fixes need to be made to them. This relieves the ClearCase controller from having to
host the data associated with an older version of the product, especially since this data is not going to
be accessed frequently. In this case the data is readily accessible from the NearStore appliance,
without going to tape.
2.3

VOB–Specific Requirements

1) VOB data is the most business-critical component in a ClearCase environment and perhaps for the
entire company. Data loss must be kept to an absolute minimum.
2) Users need access to VOB data as close to 24 hours a day, 7 days a week as possible. Backup
windows need to be as small and unobtrusive as possible. Recovery time for restore operations
must be kept to a minimum.
3) A VOB must be locked prior to backing up the VOB database, and unlocked after. While a VOB is
locked, users only have read access and therefore are limited in the work they can do.
4) The database and source pool components of VOB storage must be backed up. Data in the
cleartext and derived object pools can be reconstructed and does not necessarily need to be
backed up, though a complete restore takes much longer.
5) When recovering data for an individual VOB, all files in the storage area for that VOB must be
restored. Subsets of data files within a single VOB are never recovered independently.
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6) Because special ClearCase procedures and access rights are required when restoring VOB data,
only ClearCase administrators perform restores.
2.4

View–Specific Requirements

1) Losing a change made in a view that is not yet checked into the VOB is not as serious as losing
VOB data, as only one user is affected. No special locking is required, though users should not be
writing to view storage during a backup.
2) Typically users only need part of the data in a view backup restored (i.e., restoring the entire view
storage area would retrieve some data but lose data created since the backup).

3.

Solution

Solutions provided by NetApp controllers are discussed in the context of the failure scenario addressed.

3.1

•

Data Loss Recovery, including backup and restore

•

Disaster Recovery Overview

•

Disaster Recovery from Disk, including backup and restore

•

Disaster Recovery from Tape, including backup and restore
Data Loss Recovery

In this failure scenario, the controller holding production ClearCase data is still available and accessible.
Data has been lost for one of the following reasons.
a) A user has mistakenly deleted data. With VOB data this is typically done with a cleartool
rmelem command. With view data, one possible scenario is that a user checks out a file, edits
it, saves it to view storage, but then deletes it before checking the change back into the VOB
central repository.
b) A ClearCase database has been corrupted. Corruptions are very rare occurrences but do
happen through no fault of the user or the controller.
c) Data on an entire volume has been compromised, but the controller is still up (almost never occurs).
A possible cause might be a destructive virus.
Controllers provide the following advantages of online data protection.
1) Speedy backups that greatly reduce time VOBs need to be locked.
2) More frequent backups possible because backups are faster.
3) Higher availability to critical data because of high speed of data recovery.
4) No limit to the amount of data that can be backed up.
5) Can be used as basis for disaster recovery, making disaster recovery faster as well.
The following data flow diagram shows the online backup and recovery processes used for data loss
recovery.
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3.1.1

Online Backup

The Data ONTAP snap command creates an online backup, referred to as a Snapshot™. This
NetApp Snapshot should not be confused with the ClearCase database snapshot available
from Rational. The ClearCase snapshot has no role in the backup and recovery of ClearCase data
stored on NetApp controllers.
To recover data lost from any of the data loss scenarios, users should periodically take Snapshots.
A Snapshot creates a Snapshot reserve that is a read-only copy of the entire file system and reflects
the state of the volume at the time the Snapshot was created. When a Snapshot is first taken, it
consumes zero disk space. But as files are changed in the file system, the original file versions that
were part of the Snapshot are copied into the Snapshot reserve. The disk space required for a
Snapshot reserve is taken from the parent volume. Twenty percent (20%) of a volume’s storage
capacity is held for the Snapshot reserve by default, but this is a configurable parameter.
The user should plan for and start with the default of 20%, and then change the size only after
observing Snapshot reserve disk consumption over a period of time.
Snapshots can be run automatically on a regular schedule or manually at any time. The Snapshot
mechanism is extremely fast. It takes a few seconds to take a Snapshot. However, ClearCase requires
that before a VOB storage area can be backed up, all VOBs with storage in that area must be locked.
Otherwise it might not be possible to recover a VOB from backup. While the VOBs are locked, users do
not have write access to the VOB data. It generally takes longer to execute the ClearCase lock
commands than it does to actually take a Snapshot of the VOB data. Up to 31 different Snapshots can
be stored on each controller volume.
Snapshots of volumes containing VOB storage should be taken as often as the user can afford to
have the VOBs locked for the few seconds it takes to make the Snapshot, but at least once a day.
3.1.2

Online Restore

There are two mechanisms for restoring data from a Snapshot backup. In most cases, only one
particular subdirectory (in the case of a VOB) or a single file (in the case of a view) in the Snapshot
reserve will need to be restored. In this case, a ClearCase administrator simply uses a copy command,
native to the O/S on a host that can access the storage area on the controller, to move the data in the
Snapshot reserve to the production area of the volume.
If the entire volume needs to be restored, use the Data ONTAP SnapRestore® command. SnapRestore
takes the Snapshot data in the Snapshot reserve and restores the volume to the state of the file system
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at the time the Snapshot was created. This includes the state of the Snapshot reserve. Snapshots
taken after the one that is being restored will be lost.
3.2

Disaster Recovery Overview

In this failure scenario, the controller holding production ClearCase data is no longer available or accessible.
This could be due to natural disasters or any other unusual calamity involving the controller, the room or
building the controller is in, or the entire geographical area.
In such disaster scenarios, the online data protection procedures of the previous section are not
sufficient to recover lost data since the online backups will not be available. Therefore offline backups
must be made for complete data protection, or a NearStore appliance must be used for backups.
Administrators do not want to forgo online data protection however. An offline backup of VOB storage
has no value if the VOBs have not been locked. Since taking a Snapshot is the fastest way to obtain a
backup (and therefore the method that keeps the VOBs locked for the shortest time), all offline backup
strategies begin with taking Snapshots. Once a Snapshot has been created, VOBs can be unlocked
and the Snapshot can be backed up offline. Both online and offline backups are therefore essential and
complement one another.
Offline backups of data on a NetApp controller can be put on tape, disk on another controller, to a
NearStore appliance, or all three options.
The advantages of backup to tape are:
1) Tapes can be archived for a longer period of time.
2) Tapes can be archived in a more secure area than any machine (such as underground vaults).
3) Data is stored in a stable physical medium that can be recovered from any release of Data
ONTAP and even from other operating systems (e.g., using ufsrestore on Solaris™).
Always make tape backups. Administrators should have documented archival policies and
procedures.
The administrator may also decide to have a backup on disk in addition to the one on tape to gain the
following advantages of disk over tape for backup.
1) The time needed to recover from a complete controller failure is minimized.
2) The backup and recovery of individual files or directories is much faster with disk than with
tape.
3) Tape backups can be taken of the disk backup instead of off the production controller, thus freeing
system resources needed for production.
The disadvantages to using disk backups for backups are as follows.
1) You must have another volume that has at least as much storage as the data being backed up.
2) It will take additional time and network resources to copy the data to the other location.
Make a disk backup for any VOB storage area using another controller or the NearStore appliance.
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3.3

Disaster Recovery from Disk

There are two Data ONTAP utilities that can be used for disk backup and restore.
The first, vol copy, is a standard Data ONTAP feature that requires no license code and is used to
create a volume copy. It has the following advantages over host utilities such as cpio.
1) Data is copied block by block instead of traversing directories thereby making it much faster.
2) The Snapshot data on the source volume is preserved.
The second utility, SnapMirror, requires a license code, but has the same advantages as volume copy
plus the following additional advantages to SnapMirror.
1) Only incremental changes copied from the source volume, greatly improving performance.
2) The resulting mirrored volume is online; a copied volume is offline and therefore less
accessible.
SnapMirror is closely related to and a logical extension of the Snapshot feature already used for online
data protection. SnapMirror compares the differences between two sequential Snapshots on the source controller
and determines the actual blocks that need to be sent to the mirror target. Updates are transferred
asynchronously, thus avoiding data latency issues inherent with asynchronous mirroring techniques. At
the conclusion of each synchronization operation, the mirror target volume is an exact copy of the
source volume at the block level.
Use SnapMirror over volume copies to perform disk backup and recovery in disaster scenarios.
SnapMirror can be configured to update the mirror target volume on a periodic basis. Administrators
may choose to perform an offline backup to disk immediately after completing an online backup. But
the mirroring schedule can be independent of the Snapshot schedule as long as mirroring happens
only after a new Snapshot has been taken.
The following data flow diagram shows the disk backup and restore processes for disaster recovery
using SnapMirror.

3.3.1

Disk Backup

SnapMirror allows the user to replicate an entire production volume, or source volume, to another
destination volume. The copy is referred to as the mirror. SnapMirror periodically updates the mirror to
reflect incremental changes on the source. The result is an online, read-only volume that contains the
same data as the source volume at the time of the most recent update.
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To update the mirror, the controller:
a) Takes regular Snapshots on the source volume
b) Compares the current Snapshot with the previous Snapshot
c) Determines what changes need to be made to the mirror to synchronize the data
d) Creates or deletes the corresponding file in the mirror the next time it updates the mirror,
e) Automatically deletes old Snapshots that are no longer necessary for data replication
The following list describes the differences between a regular volume and a mirror.
1) A mirror has snapmirrored status, meaning that it is a read-only volume
2) The controller does not create automatic Snapshots on the mirror based on the Snapshot schedule
3) Snapshots cannot be created or deleted on the mirror
4) Qtrees cannot be created or deleted on the mirror
5) Quotas cannot be enabled on the mirror
6) A mirrored volume cannot itself be mirrored
A mirrored volume cannot be the root volume
3.3.2

Disk Restore

Assuming that the ClearCase server host is available, there are two stages for recovering a ClearCase
environment after a disaster involving the production controller.
The first step may be to turn the mirrored volume into the production volume. The advantage to making
the mirror the production volume is that recovery times are minimized because no data must be
transferred. If the volume being recovered contains VOB storage and since the mirror of the production
area may not be consistent if the VOBs were not locked the last time the mirror was updated, the
administrator must also first return the VOB storage area to the state recorded in a particular Snapshot
taken when the VOBs were locked.
However, there are disadvantages to making the mirror the production controller, and the administrator
should carefully consider them. Administrators may choose to forgo this step and proceed to the next
step.
1) If the controller holding the mirror is on the WAN, or is on a slow segment of the LAN, or has to share
its network connection with many other hosts, such poor ClearCase performance may result
that it might not be worth doing. To avoid this, mirrors can be kept “close” to the source controller in
the network. However if it is too close, the mirror may be taken down by the same disaster that
brought the production controller down (e.g., a fire in the building).
2) A controller holding a mirror may have other mirrors and/or other duties assigned to it that will
interfere with its role as a production controller or may not have the same optimal disk configuration
that a production controller has. The result may be poor performance.
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The long-term solution is to bring in another controller to replace the original or wait for the original controller to be
fixed. Once the controller is available, the mirrored volume is used to update it (much faster than restoring
from tape). The administrator must still return the VOB storage area to the state recorded in a particular
Snapshot taken when the VOBs were locked.
3.4

Disaster Recovery from Tape

There are two methodologies for tape backup and recovery. The first is to use the standard Data
ONTAP dump and restore commands to back up volumes or qtrees. These utilities preserve:
a) Contents of files and directories
b) UNIX® file permissions (if any)
c) Windows® ACLs (if any)
d) Qtree information
e) All other file and directory attributes
f)

Windows streams information (if any)

The second is to use third-party backup management programs that support NDMP, an open protocol
for network-based data backup (codeveloped by NetApp) and an industry standard. Using
NDMP-compliant third-party management programs offers the following NDMP advantages over using
just the controller dump and restore commands.
1) More parallel backup and recovery operations can be executed. The controller supports up to 100
NDMP sessions.
2) The administrator can choose a backup program that best meets the needs. For example, an
NDMP-compliant backup program may provide a graphical user interface for scheduling
backups.
3) NDMP-compliant programs can back up the controller to tape libraries. The dump command cannot
back up to a tape library unless the tape library is operating in stacker mode.
3.4.1

Tape Backup

When using disk backups as well as tape, the administrator has the choice of making a tape backup of
the production area or the mirrored area.
Make tape backups of the mirrored area so you don’t take away system resources from production.
There is also an option to do full or incremental backups. The advantages to full backups are:
1) Recovery from a full backup tape is much faster than from several incremental tapes
(especially since VOB data must be restored in whole directories)
2) The dump command is optimized for full-volume and full-qtree backups
Perform full backups, not incremental, for any volume or qtree holding VOB storage.
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Because Data ONTAP supports the rmt protocol, several controllers can share the same tape drive. In
this case, the following is recommended.
1) Attach the tape drive to the controller with the most data to back up.
2) Use a private network for the backup so that traffic load does not slow down the backup
process.
3) Schedule the dump command on each controller so that it starts only when no other controllers are using
the tape drive.
3.4.2

Tape Restore

Recovery from tape is always the last resort and only used if no online or disk backup exists. This is
particularly true of VOB data since all data created since the tape backup will be lost. Data from
previous versions of Data ONTAP can be restored with the restore command, which does the
following.
a) Catalogs the files that need to be extracted from the tape.
b) Creates directories and empty files.
c) Reads files from tape and writes them to disk.
d) Reads Windows ACL information from tape (if any) and writes it to disk.

4

Procedures

Procedures for implementing the backup and recovery solutions documented in the Solutions section
are discussed in this subsection. After the subsections on Notes on Examples, actual Data ONTAP and
ClearCase commands are given (summarized in the Cheat Sheet section at the end of this document).
Additional information on these and related procedures is in the Data Protection Guide from NetApp.
This and all subsequent links are to version 6.1.2R2 of Data ONTAP on the NetApp on the
Web NOWTM site (administrators will need to set up a login to access product manuals).
Most procedures in this section are complete with respect to Data ONTAP commands. However, there
are references and links to procedures in the Data Protection Guide at some points in this document.
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•

Restore Selected Files

•

Restore Entire Volume

•

Copy Backup to Production

•

Restore Entire Volume

ClearCase Procedures
Many of the tasks discussed in this section involve extensive ClearCase procedures that are
documented in the ClearCase Administrator’s Manual (this and all subsequent links are to v2002, i.e.,
v5.0, on the Rational Web site). Details of these procedures will not be repeated here. Instead, the title
of the appropriate ClearCase procedure will be referenced and only the relevant commands for specific
steps of the procedure will be presented in this document.
Administrators should carefully review the following topics in the ClearCase Administrator’s Manual. In
the VOB procedures, administrators will not be using “Semi-Live Backup,” partial backups, remote
pools, or the vob_restore utility.
•

Backing Up and Restoring VOBs

•

Backing Up and Restoring Views

There is also some additional general information on backup and recovery in the following chapter on
NAS devices. Most of this information is incorporated into this document, but customized for NetApp controllers.
Using Network-Attached Storage with VOB Server and View Server Hosts
4.1

Notes on Examples

For the examples in the following procedures, a few consistent assumptions are made. Some are
based on recommendations found in the Using NetApp controllers with Rational ClearCase
paper. Some are made to simplify the examples.
UNIX versus Windows: It does not really matter if the VOB and view servers are UNIX or Windows
machines in the examples that follow. The only difference is that with ClearCase commands, VOB and
directory names use backward slashes (\) instead of forward slashes (/). All of the examples show
UNIX versions of the ClearCase commands since the overwhelming majority of VOB servers in use
today use the UNIX operating system.
Hardware Topology:
•

Assume there is a single controller named fortknox, which has a volume named ccstg. The
volume is mounted on all ClearCase UNIX hosts as /net/fortknox/ccstg.

•

In this volume there are two qtrees.

•
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o

vobstg to hold all VOB storage

o

viewstg to hold all View storage

Only two online backups will be kept available. The Snapshots will be named voblock.0 (the
most current) and voblock.1 to indicate that the VOBs were locked when the Snapshot was
taken.
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•

The controller named vault holds the mirror of volume ccstg.

VOB versus View Storage: Because backup and recovery of view storage is far less complicated than
for VOB storage and because the VOB data is so much more important, all of the examples that follow
assume that VOB storage is being backed up or restored. However, the commands shown for VOB
storage in these examples are easily adapted for view storage scenarios.
Remote VOB Pools: Because data in the cleartext and derived object pools, components of VOB
storage, can be reconstructed, ClearCase administrators in the past have sometimes elected to
relocate these pools to storage devices other than the ones on which they keep the database and
source pool. Backups are then made of just the database and source pools. In doing so, backups are
faster and take less space, but recoveries take longer and the procedures are much more complicated
and prone to error. Because speed is generally more important than the space consumed, the
examples in this document adhere to the following recommendation.
To keep data loss recovery procedures simple and to have restore be as quick as possible, leave
all VOB storage pools under the same root directory (the default when making a VOB). Do not use
remote VOB pools.
Command Line Interface: All ClearCase command line examples begin with cleartool, the primary
command-line interface executable. Most ClearCase commands allow the user to input a comment
through a variety of options. For simplicity in the examples, no comment option is shown. ClearCase
will typically prompt for a comment after a command is executed when no comment option is specified.
The Data ONTAP commands are shown as executed on the controller. They can also be performed as part
of a remote shell command from selected UNIX hosts (provided the user and host are trusted) using
the command line syntax:
rsh
4.2

<controllername>

<Data ONTAP command>

Online Backups

Administrators should consult the following topics in the ClearCase Administrator’s Manual. In the VOB
procedures, administrators should not use “Semi-Live Backup,” partial backups, remote pools, or the
vob_restore utility.
•

Backing Up a VOB

•

Backing Up a View

Administrators should also review the Snapshot Management chapter in the Data Protection Guide.
4.2.1

Take a Snapshot

The operations documented in this section are best incorporated into a backup script. In fact, a Bourne
shell script named vob_backup has been created and is available from NetApp. The
manual page for the command can be read by executing vob_backup man. The text is also appended
to the end of the script file as comments.
1) List all the VOBs with storage on the volume ccstg on controller fortknox.
cleartool
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lsvob

|

grep

/net/fortknox/ccstg
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VOB names are shown in the first column of the output and look like directory names. By
convention, most ClearCase administrators mount VOBs under the /vobs directory, e.g.,
/vobs/src. In the examples that follow, <vobname> is a placeholder for a VOB name.
2) Lock each VOB in the list for all users.
cleartool

lock

vob:<vobname>

3) Take a NetApp Snapshot. Give it a temporary name.
snap

create

ccstg

voblock.tmp

4) Unlock each VOB in the list to all users.
cleartool

unlock

vob:<vobname>

5) Delete the oldest Snapshot.
snap

delete

ccstg

voblock.1

6) Rename Snapshots to follow naming conventions.

4.2.2

snap

rename

ccstg

snap

rename

ccstg

voblock.0

voblock.1

voblock.tmp

voblock.0

Check Snapshot Disk Usage

This may be automated by including it in the backup script. A summary is available with:
df

/vol/ccstg

Detailed information is available with:
snap
4.2.3

list

ccstg

Change Snapshot Reserve Size

By default the Snapshot reserve can consume 20% of the total disk space available in the volume. To
change the size of the Snapshot reserve to 10%, execute the following command
snap
4.2.4

reserve

ccstg

10

Turn Off Automatic Snapshots

Snapshots of VOB storage must be taken while the VOBs are locked. Because of the difficulty in
efficiently coordinating the timing of the lock and the Snapshot, it is generally not desirable to schedule
periodic Snapshots of VOB storage using the snap sched command on the controller . Instead, Snapshots
are made directly from the command line (see above).
To display the Snapshot schedule:
snap

sched

ccstg

To turn off all automatic Snapshots:
snap

15

sched

ccstg

0

0

0
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To restore the default Snapshot schedule (two weekly, six daily, and eight hourly):
snap

4.3

sched

ccstg

2

6

8@8,12,16,20

Online Restores

Rational does not allow the use of the ClearCase vob_restore utility when the VOB database is stored
on the controller (as NetApp recommends). Administrators should consult the following
procedures in the ClearCase Administrator’s Manual.
•

Restoring a VOB from Backup without vob_restore

•

Restoring a View from Backup

4.3.1

List Available Snapshots

To find out what online backups are available for a recovery operation on the ccstg volume, use the
following.
snap
4.3.2

list

ccstg

Restore Selected Files

While using the Restoring a VOB from Backup without vob_restore procedure from Rational, the
administrator will come to the Load the backup step where it is necessary to copy the data from the
backup medium (in this case the Snapshot reserve) to the target location using UNIX or Windows
utilities. Whatever copy mechanism the administrator uses must preserve file ownership, permissions,
and access times. The following are among the alternatives available on UNIX hosts.
•

If using tar, be sure to use the command as the root user on the VOB server host and to use
the
–p option.

•

If using cpio, no special options are required.

In the example environment, the absolute pathname to the directory containing the most current online
backup of VOB data is structured as follows.
•

The snapshot directory, the subdirectory named .snapshot at the mount point of the volume
under which all snapshots reside, is /net/fortknox/ccstg/.snapshot.

•

Each Snapshot, voblock.0, and voblock.1, has its own subdirectory.

•

Both the VOB and view storage subdirectories (vobstg, viewstg) appear under each
Snapshot.

•

Individual VOBs and views then have their own subdirectories under the respective storage
directories. By convention, VOB storage directories usually have a .vbs suffix (e.g., src.vbs
for VOB /vobs/src), view storage directories a .vws suffix.

The most current backup of a VOB in the example environment is therefore located at:
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/net/fortknox/ccstg/.snapshot/voblock.0/vobstg/<vob-storage-dir>
4.3.3

Restore Entire Volume

This is almost never done as part of an online restore operation. However, if it does become necessary,
administrators use the snaprestore command on the controller fortknox when it comes time to Load the
backup during the Restoring a VOB from Backup without vob_restore procedure.
snaprestore
4.4

ccstg

voblock.0

Disk Backups

Administrators should review the following chapters in the Data Protection Guide.
•

Data Replication Using SnapMirror

•

Volume Copy (only if not using SnapMirror)

4.4.1

Prepare Mirror Volume

A mirror volume:
a) Must have a disk capacity equal to or greater than the source volume
b) May have a different volume configuration than the source volume (however a controller will transfer
data faster if the source and mirror volumes contain disks of the same size)
c) Must be accessible over a network shared with the source volume
d) Cannot be the root volume
To create a mirrored volume (with 12 disks) named ccstg on controller vault for the production volume
ccstg on controller fortknox, execute the following on destination controller vault.
vol

create

ccstg

12

To place the mirror volume offline:
vol
4.4.2

offline

ccstg

Enable SnapMirror

To enable volume replication between the source volume on fortknox and its mirror on vault, the
administrator uses the following procedure.
1) Enable the SnapMirror license. See the System Administrator’s Guide from NetApp
for information about entering a license code.
2) Give the destination controller permission to mirror the source volume on source controller fortknox.
See the Creating and editing the /etc/snapmirror.allow file procedure in the Data
Protection Guide for details.
3) Specify the volume to be replicated, the replication schedule and other characteristics of mirror
updates on the destination controller vault. See the Creating and editing the /etc/snapmirror.config
file section of the Data Protection Guide for details. Replication of a volume holding VOB
storage should only be taken after a Snapshot has been made while the VOBs were locked
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(see Online Backups). For this reason an administrator may want to forgo scheduling automatic
updates of the mirror but instead initiate the update from the command line or a script.
4) Activate SnapMirror by executing the following command on both the source and destination
controllers (fortknox and vault).
snapmirror

on

5) If you want SnapMirror to be automatically reactivated after a reboot, add the same command
to the /etc/rc file on both the source and destination controllers (fortknox and vault).
4.4.3

Initialize Mirror

Most updates of the mirror volume are incremental. However, when updating the first time, the entire
source volume is copied to the mirror volume as part of a base level, or level 0, volume copy. Use the
following command on destination controller vault to perform a base-level copy to initialize the mirror.
snapmirror
4.4.4

initialize

-S

fortknox:ccstg

ccstg

Update Mirror Manually

Once a base-level update of the mirror volume has occurred, incremental updates can then be
scheduled via the /etc/snapmirror.conf file on vault(see above)or performed manually by
executing the following.
snapmirror
4.4.5

update

-S

fortknox:ccstg

ccstg

Monitor Update Status

Use the following to monitor the status of SnapMirror transfers on destination controller vault.
snapmirror
4.5

status

Disk Restores

Administrators should review the chapter on Volume Reversion Using in the Data Protection Guide.
4.5.1

Convert Mirror to Production

Bringing up a ClearCase environment after a disaster by turning a mirror volume into the production
volume is essentially a “move” operation as described in the ClearCase Administrator’s Manual.
Administrators should consult the following topics in that manual. Note that the procedures must be
performed for each VOB and/or view.
•

Moving VOBs

•

Moving Views

Assuming that the ClearCase VOB or View server host is still up and running, administrators should
use these specific subsections as needed.
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•

Moving a VOB between UNIX Hosts (Same Architecture)

•

Moving a VOB within a Domain
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•

Moving a View (section 1)

Different subsections should be used if the ClearCase host is to be changed or the version of the
operating on the host is being changed. But in all ClearCase procedures, there is a “Copy storage”
step during which the following needs to be done. Note that no actual copying is required since the
mirror already holds the data being recovered.
1) Convert the mirror to a regular volume by entering the following on controller vault.
vol

options

ccstg

snapmirrored

off

2) If the volume contains VOB storage, revert it to the state recorded in the desired Snapshot
(voblock.0).
snaprestore

ccstg

voblock.0

3) The storage area must be exported on controller vault (for UNIX clients) and/or shared on controller
vault (for NT clients). See the Using NetApp Controllers with Rational ClearCase paper
for details.
The administrator should also set up regular online and offline backups for the new production volume.
4.5.2

Copy Backup to Production

The data in the mirror volume on the destination controller can also be copied back to the production controller
once that controller is brought back up. In this scenario, administrators should consult the following
procedures in the ClearCase Administrator’s Manual. Note that the procedures must be performed for
each VOB and/or view.
•

Restoring a VOB from Backup without vob_restore

•

Restoring a View from Backup

During the Copy step of either procedure, the administrator needs to do the following (just once for all
VOBs and/or views).
1) Copy the contents of the former mirror volume back to the production controller using SnapMirror.
See Disk Backups for details (reversing the roles of controllers vault and fortknox).
2) If the volume contains VOB storage, revert it to the state recorded in the desired Snapshot
(voblock.0) by executing the following on fortknox.
snaprestore
4.6

ccstg

voblock.0

Tape Backups

See the following chapters in the Data Protection Guide for more information.
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•

Tape Drive Management

•

Data Backup to Tape

•

Using NDMP Service
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4.6.1

Write Snapshot to Tape

Since VOBs are only locked during the taking of a Snapshot, the only ClearCase VOB data that should
be written to tape resides in such a Snapshot. Normally the dump command takes its own Snapshot
before writing it to tape. But again, since the VOBs must be locked, it is better that dump does not
create its own Snapshot but instead uses one created during an online backup.
To do a full volume dump of the latest Snapshot using a blocking factor of 63, the following command
should be executed on either controller vault after the mirror has been updated (recommended) or on the
production controller fortknox.
dump
4.6.2

0fb

rst0a

63

/vol/ccstg/.snapshot/voblock.0

List Files on Tape

To verify that all the expected files are on tape, use the following command to list all the files on the
backup tape.
restore
4.6.3

tf

rst0a

Use NDMP Services

To check NDMP status:

ndmp

To enable NDMP service:
To disable NDMP service:
4.7

ndmp
ndmp

status
on

off

Tape Restores

See the following chapters in the Data Protection Guide for more information.
•

Data Restoration from Tape

•

Using NDMP Service

Administrators should also consult the following procedures in the ClearCase Administrator’s Manual.
•

Restoring a VOB from Backup without vob_restore

•

Restoring a View from Backup

Before initiating a restore procedure, administrators must make sure they have all of the following.
a) The level of the restore
b) The tape devices used in the backup
c) The path into which you are restoring
d) The blocking factor used in the backup (assumed to be 63 in the examples)
e) Approximately 100MB more space on the destination controller than the amount of data to be
restored.
All of the following procedures assume that data is being restored to the same location from which the
tape backup was made with the dump command used in the Write Snapshot to Tape procedure.
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4.7.1

Restore Single VOB

While using the Restoring a VOB from Backup without vob_restore procedure from Rational, the
administrator will come to the Load the backup step where it is necessary to copy the data from the
backup medium (in this case a set of tapes) to the target location. At that point, the following command
should be used to transfer data from the tape to the destination directory for VOB /vobs/src.
restore
4.7.2

xf

rst0a

/vobstg/src.vbs

Restore Entire Volume

For each VOB stored in the volume, the administrator performs each step of the Restoring a VOB from
Backup without vob_restore procedure for each VOB. When the Load the backup step is reached, the
administrator executes the following to restore the entire Snapshot.
restore

5

rf

rst0a

Recommendation Summary

This section summarizes all the recommendations made throughout the document. Clicking on a
recommendation will lead you to the section of the document where it is made.
To recover data lost from any of the data loss scenarios, users should periodically take Snapshots.
The user should plan for and start with the default Snapshot reserve of 20%, and then change the
size only after observing Snapshot reserve disk consumption over a period of time.
Snapshots of volumes containing VOB storage should be taken as often as the user can afford to
have the VOBs locked for the few seconds it takes to make the Snapshot, but at lease once a day.
Always make tape backups. Administrators should have documented archival policies and
procedures.
Make a disk backup for any VOB storage area using another controller or the NearStore appliance.
Use SnapMirror over volume copies to perform disk backup and recovery in disaster scenarios.
Make tape backups of the mirrored area so you won’t take away system resources from production.
Perform full backups, not incremental, for any volume or gtree holding VOB storage.
Because Data ONTAP supports the rmt protocol, several controllers can share the same tape drive. In
this case, the following is recommended.
1) Attach the tape drive to the controller with the most data to back up.
2) Use a private network for the backup so that traffic load does not slow down the backup
process.
3) Schedule the dump command on each controller so that it starts only when no other controllers are using
the tape drive.
To keep data loss recovery procedures simple and to have restore be as quick as possible, leave
all VOB storage pools under the same root directory (the default when making a VOB). Do not use
remote VOB pools.
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6

Cheat Sheet

Clicking on an operation will take you to the text describing that operation in detail.
Take a Snapshot

cleartool

lsvob

cleartool

lock

snap

create

cleartool

|

grep

/net/fortknox/ccstg

vob:<vobname>

ccstg

unlock

voblock.tmp
vob:<vobname>

snap

delete

ccstg

voblock.1

snap

rename

ccstg

voblock.0

snap

rename

ccstg

Check Snapshot Disk
Usage

df
snap

list

Change Snapshot Reserve
Size

snap

reserve

Turn Off Automatic
Snapshots

snap sched ccstg
(list schedule)

voblock.1

voblock.tmp

/vol/ccstg

voblock.0

(summary)

ccstg

(details)

ccstg

10

snap sched
(turn off)

ccstg

0

0

0

snap sched
defaults)

ccstg

2

6

8@8,12,16,20

(restore

List Available Snapshots

snap

Restore Selected
Files(Online)

/net/fortknox/ccstg/.snapshot/voblock.0/vobstg/src.v
bs

Restore Volume (Online)

snaprestore

ccstg

voblock.0

Prepare Mirror Volume

vol

create

ccstg

12

vol

offline

Enable SnapMirror

list

ccstg

ccstg

Install SnapMirror licenses.
Modify /etc/snapmirror.allow on source controller.
Modify /etc/snapmirror.conf on destination controller.
snapmirror

(both controllers)

on

(both controllers)

Modify /etc/rc.
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Initialize Mirror

snapmirror

initialize

-S

Update Mirror Manually

snapmirror

update

fortknox:ccstg

-S

fortknox:ccstg

ccstg

ccstg
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Monitor Update Status

snapmirror

Convert Mirror to
Production

vol

status

options

snaprestore

ccstg
ccstg

snapmirrored

off

voblock.0

Export and/or share new production area.
Copy Backup to Production

Copy the contents of the former mirror volume back
to the production controller.
snaprestore

ccstg

Write Snapshot to Tape

dump

List Files on Tape

restore

Use NDMP Services

ndmp

status

ndmp

on

ndmp

off

0fb

rst0a
tf

voblock.0
63

/vol/ccstg/.snapshot/voblock.0

rst0a
(check status)
(enable service)
(disable service)

Restore Single VOB

restore

xf

rst0a

Restore Entire volume

restore

rf

rst0a

/vobstg/src.vbs
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